ROCK THE BELLS JUST GOT A LITTLE DIRTIER
OL’ DIRTY BASTARD HOLOGRAM AND HIS SON YOUNG DIRTY SET TO PERFORM
NEW YORK, New York September 3
Dirty Mania is hitting both coasts in a hip hop explosion this September at Rock the
Bells. Ol’ Dirty Bastard will officially reunite with his Wu-Tang family in a virtual performance
that is sure to rock music and technology fans alike. And since hip hop can never be dirty
enough, ODB’s son Young Dirty Bastard will hit the stage at all four venues to debut his
latest tracks.
Ol’ Dirty Bastard was on the cutting edge of hip hop and continues to be even after his
untimely death. The estate of Ol’ Dirty Bastard and Rock the Bells have worked tirelessly to
make this resurrection a reality for the fans.
“For us, it will be a very emotional and personal experience. I will get to see my husband
perform again and my children will see their father,” ODB’s wife and administrator of the
Estate Icelene Jones says. “This is such a beautiful thing and we love that we are a part of
it. I trust that Rock the Bells will do ODB’s performance justice.”
While Ol’ Dirty Bastard has sadly missed seven years of touring, Young Dirty Bastard has
kept the torch burning by touring with Wu-Tang and filling his father’s shoes. His latest and
perhaps most explosive performance with Wu-Tang at this year’s Hot 97 Summer Jam
sparked an onslaught of fan appreciation. Because of this, Young Dirty’s team realized it is
time to branch off and do a solo performance.
“This is the time for Young Dirty to make some noise. Rock the Bells is like family, so it is a
perfect fit to have Wu-Tang celebrating their 20th anniversary and Young Dirty performing
his tracks… he’s the next generation,”says Dirty’s manager Messiah Jacobs.
The spitting image of his father, Young Dirty Bastard will also participate in the virtual
performance.
“(Guerilla Union) asked me to act out the motions of my dad. It’s like some avatar shit… so
who better than the seed of ODB. They know the fans want authenticity and you can get
more real than that,” Young Dirty Bastard

